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For ease of reading, I've complied the list of possible rescue scenarios into a list:

- Bomb at Tracy Industries
- Anti-IR terrorists plant a bomb and demand the Thunderbirds, or they detonate
- Massive flooding
- A rescue in one of the character's hometowns
- A rescue dealing with a major roadway that travels through a tunnel. The tunnel collapses at one
end, causing a wreck within the tunnel along with a fire being triggered closer to the other end
thus blocking both entrances of the tunnel. 
- A second rescue at a site (EG: when the Saucy Lady slammed into the oil rig, it did some
damage underwater, unnoticed by anyone who might have inspected it later. That damage,
coupled by the age of the rig (we could make it 50-60 years old), and heavy seas since the
rescue, could cause the damaged area (stanchion?) to buckle).
- A mine accident plus sandstorm at the same time
- Submarine collision between two countries with poor diplomatic relations and IR is a neutral
party
- Two rescues that overlap but require different machines to effect the rescues
- Dropped plot bunny: Along with over 200 passengers, flight 7002 carries two giant pandas, a gift
from China to Chile. Relations between the two countries have been strained, since both are
competing to win the lucrative Glenn space station contract. The station will assemble the vehicle
for the next Mars mission... 
- An underwater volcano not far from Tracy Island could unexpectedly erupt.
- What if the World Gov "created" an emergency, with the goal of getting hold of one or more
operative and any equipment they could?
- There's a disaster at a world-famous bakery.
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